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About This Game

Welcome to Vehicle VR, an addicting and rage-inducing game. Your goal is to complete levels by getting to the finish box at the
end. All maps are made to test your common knowledge and quick reflexes. Compete with your friends and people around the
globe to get the fastest times! Will you be able to finish the map quicker than anyone has ever done? Vehicle VR is playable

with and without a VR-headset.

Key Features:

21 unique and well-balanced maps

Two gamemodes for endless fun!

Full SteamVR compatibility; supporting the Oculus Rift, the HTC Vive and any other SteamVR supported headset

An exact timer, showing the amount of time it takes for you to finish the map

A slowmo mode which can be activated by holding down F

A restart button to quickly reset the current level (Ctrl)

A system that resets the car in case you fall of the map (you'll need it)
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And if you flip over, you can press shift to flip right back up

An in-game menu where you can check the keybindings and quit the game

And off course, the vehicle that you use to make your way through those levels

Both Firstperson aswell as Thirdperson are viable options, see which one you prefer. You can switch between those two camera-
angles at all times by pressing tab.
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Title: Vehicle VR
Genre: Action, Racing, Strategy
Developer:
Nick Helweg
Publisher:
Nick Helweg
Release Date: 9 Jun, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows Vista/7/8/8.1/10

Processor: 4th generation i3 or equivalent

Memory: 2 GB RAM

Graphics: Intel Integrated Graphics or equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1750 MB available space

Sound Card: On-board

English
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Dr Bulbaceous is a game about slowly digging your own grave.

As you can see from the trailer, your goal is to remove all the coloured balls from the well by turning them into 3 or more of a
kind. However, the only way you can do this is through adding more balls, (which is typical of the genre), but due to the fact it
takes place in a well, Bulbaceous slowly fills the well with water and adds even more whenever you make a move, bringing the
floating balls closer to you, and you even closer to certain death.

This is compounded by the scoring system, which incentivises you to play through as many consecutive levels as possible to get
a large score multiplier. As you encounter new levels, you'll take a while to really understand how to beat them. In the
meantime, every uninformed ball brings you closer to your doom. All your hard work rests on the motions of the pendulum,
your mind and your reflexes. The intensity of the gameplay is honestly comparable, dare I say it, to Dark Souls\u2122.

Please, don't let the simplistic graphics, incredibly easy first levels and the wierd music fool you, this game gets aggressively
tough.. The boardgame is fun to play, this is still the case with this pc-adaptation.

There are lots of problems though...

- The gameview looks like a simple drawing
- no overview of all the bottles (you have to click on an opponent to see anything)

That said, I'm still happy to be able to play the boardgame on my pc when my friends are not able to join me for the
tabletopversion... However, I bought this thing on sale. If I would have to pay full price, I would have instantly refunded it
because of the really ugly look (looks like a very cheap free flash game) and the lack of overview (very important in a
boardgame).. Very early in development, so it's lacking in a lot of departments. That said, the core gameplay is tight and with
some time most of the problems will be fixed and most missing features will be implemented. Also, the dev seems pretty
engaged with the community and is very active, at least on discord, while posting constant updates about the development
timeline. Overall, at it's current state it's a very 'rough' game with a good core that only shows signs of improving.. I wish I could
write a neutral here. This game wasn't bad, but compared to most choose your own adventures, it's a bit short and could be seen
as disappointing. I give it a thumbs up simply because I still personally enjoyed it.

If you enjoy anthropomorphic characters, that'll probably be the thing that'd bring you to this, as you have a lot of species
options. The plot itself seems intruiging, though it's a bit rushed in execution. The romance system, or lack thereof, is probably
my biggest complaint, even though in many choose your own adventures romancing a character is as easy as not being
a\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665to them, deciding you like them, and they automatically requite your feelings, other
games mask this better, drawing out your time with the character to make it feel more fleshed out and excusable that they just
happen to feel the same way. This game pretty much made it so that as soon as I decided I was interested in the human reporter I
saved from thugs, went to her apartment and flirted with her, I was quickly in her pants and got an acheivement for it, twice in
fact, though that might have been a glitch.

The premise is fairly decent, you have to investigate gang activity, a lunatic cult, and terrorism in a future where humans
experimentation on animals has resulted in a future with sentient, anthropomorphic animals. This becomes an aspect of society
with racial tension between humans and non-humans, as well as having a fleshed out exposition that shows how these
anthropomorchic people, or "moreaus" live their day to day lives.

The one thing I really felt rised above some other choose your own adventure games, despite the bad pacing, was the ending. My
ending, without too much spoilers, made it apparent I could have made some other choices to bring a better outcome to
Moreytown had I made better choices. It made the endgame at least feel like it was important, where a lot of games you can fool
around the whole time and still get the best ending by clicking the obvious correct choices. Here I got a bittersweet ending, that
didn't punish me too much for bad choices, but still made me feel like I could have done better, making me more curious as to
where I made my mistakes.

I'd recommend buying this game on sale if you like choose your own adventures and find the premise of anthropomic animals
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and humans living together in a world of high racial tensions, and measuring your moral choices in society fighting a cult
threatening your neighborhood. If money is no object to you, however, or you have a lot of games you want to try out, I would
pass on this game for something with more bang for your buck.. why the \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 are you looking at train
town reviews?

(this is the best game i've ever played in my life)
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There are 2 kinds of people in this world: Those who have ripped their pants at work, and \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ING liars.

I'm of the first kind of people, and I'm here to say that I absolutely LOVED this game. Disclaimer: It's a 2.50 so don't expect a
Skyrim quality triple A title.

The only "negative" thing that I can think of is that if you play for an hour or half an hour, you'll have done all there is to do.
The "positive" qualities of this game definitely outweigh that though! The graphics are delightful, the soundtrack is dope, and
the overall focus on pants (and the shame that comes with ripping them) is exaggerated the absolute perfect amount.

Try this game out, I would bet you like 10$ that it's going to go viral. Check out some gameplay here -
https:\/\/youtu.be\/nxD_At2pWlU. TL;DR: A must play for every fan of adventure games, especially if you like Broken Sword
or Grim Fandango.

I think this is the closest to Broken Sword series we are gonna get in the coming years. Definitely an improvement over the
original Yesterday (and 2-3 times longer too!) and one of the best adventure games I ever played.

It has it all: cool stylized visuals with great camera work, a good story with a few twists, memorable characters, cleverly written
and not overly long dialogues with amazing voice overs, logical puzzles (although some took me awhile, I didn't look for a
solution once), and, of course, no pixel hunting, because the game is best played with a gamepad and all active spots are
highlighted.

Some might argue that adventures should be point and click, but that's a just an opinion (also, remember Grim Fandango!). I
personally enjoyed playing it with a gamepad. It adds another layer of interacting with the world as a character but doesn't turn
the game into a walking simulator: controls aside, Yesterday Origins is a classic point and click adventure wtih inventory,
combining items and some very cleverly designed puzzles.

Although all previous adventures by Pendulo were good, every one of them always had a few irritating things (like pixel hunting
in Runaway or obnoxious characters in The Next Big Thing). But Yesterday Origins is pretty much perfect. Go play it already!

P.S. In case you missed original Yesterday, better play it first. Even though Yesterday Origins tells a standalone story, it will
spoil Yesterday's plot if you ever decide to play it after Origins.. RS is a game where each colour hazman catches charges up his
gun (kinda like match-3). But hit the wrong colour and its back to square one! If you have watched the steam page video, it
shows what you are in for. Charming title for sure, if I was to complain. The black slime can make the game feel a little unfair,
as hitting you or the ground is game over man. Controls are X,A and pad to move.. It sucks donkey♥♥♥♥♥♥. @ me when they
add the patch that has anime \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665s
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